
Toner Wash Aquatint
Toner wash aquatint utilizes a toner wash similar to that used in lithography. But, where the 
toner is what inks up in lithography, here it is the block out for the acid and will be your positive 
or white. 

Materials:
1 part water
1 part toner (Can be less to lighten was and spread toner differently)
a few drops liquid soap

Process:
1. Start by mixing together the ingredients in a container. I have found that mixing before 

and storing will allow the toner to settle on the bottom but not separate.
2. If bubbles develop from mixing ingredients, give the mixture it some time to rest. 
3. Once the bubbles have settled, apply the wash with a dedicated brush to keep from 

contamination. The toner wash can be reworked and altered as much as you want until 
its heat set. 

4. With the toner wash applied, let it to dry. 
1. This can be done open area to allow for pooling and slow reticulation or by 

experimenting with fans, hair dryers, etc to mover the toner around as part of its 
drying method.

5. Once dry, apply heat to the plate to melt the toner. I used a heat gun for about 5-10 mins 
initially. BE CAREFUL!! To get the toner to melt properly, your plate will have to be 
heated to a temp too hot for you to handle. 
1. Other possible heat sources: 

1. a lighter or torch underneath the plate
2. hot plate with aluminum cover
3. oven

6. The toner will develop a sheen as it melts onto the plate because the toner is a plastic 
base. Feel free to heat it a second time to reinforce the application.

7. With the toner melted properly, you can now etch it like an aquatint. 
1. block out areas progressively with hard ground
2. or hit the whole plate in a single etch

8. Keep in mind! The toner is what is blocking the acid, so your pure black toner areas 
will be open plate and your areas that are very light with toner will be your darkest areas.

9. Remove toner once etched with acetone under a ventilation system. 


